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Common Features Of RP CMS
 
Below are the common features for any website built using RP framework. It may deviate for other
frameworks.

A Unique Template Design - We will not simply ready made template but design a unique1.
template for you and convert it to HTML
100% Editable CMS system - admin can edit page  contents, common contents, content2.
images, slide show images etc through an friendly interface. Unlike other open source software
you don’t have to take a formal training to edit content.
Admin Login System - Admin can login, administer the full system, create new users and3.
allow users to manage contents, SEO, orders, emails and everything else
Hack Proof - We use multiple security layers with customdata encryption rule to encrypt4.
sensitive data. All the forms, codes are hack proof. So unlike opensource, you have no risk of
being hacked. You do not need to take the trouble of upgrading periodically with security fixes.
Contact form and submitted info- An anti-spam contact form for people to contact you. A5.
mail will go to you. This gets saved in the systtem and  you can retrieve any time later.
Sitemap page - to make the navigation easier to the visitors6.
Automated Sitemap XML - You can create  the sitemap.xml with a click  and submit your site7.
to google. You do not need to buy another module. 
SEO Module - You can edit the SEO tags of all the front end pages through a friendly admin8.
interface. Great value for SEO.
SEO friendly URLs - URLs are SEO friendly (using URL mod re-write ), not with IDS. The page9.
names are created also in a SEO friendly manner with option to edit.
GA Module - You can paste the GA code only once and at one place, the system will take care10.
of the rest.
System Emails - The system keeps all email sent history. So even if you miss an customer11.
submission you can check it via admin  system.
Marketing Banner (both image and HTML) - This is for placing  your own ad banner or 3rd12.
party ad banner.
Site search (optional) - You can opt for site search at your website at no extra cost.13.
Mailing list CSV Download - You can downbload the mailing list in a CSV of those people who14.
has contacted you or subscribed newsletter.
60 Days Warranty  - We provide 60 days warranty againt any programming defects at no15.
extra cost.


